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FADE IN:

INT. ART SCHOOL - DAY

TRACY (20s), office worker in an art, design and media

agency, walks towards an ART SCHOOL concrete wall to her

colleague NICHOLAS, a photographer. He has a round reflector

and a camera.

They have a photo shoot for a few minutes. Tracy is not the

most beautiful model in the world but her cheerfulness makes

up for her lack of makeup and plastic surgery. Snap. Snap.

Snap- her pictures are taken.

The wind blows. The reflector they’re using hits her in the

face. Nick puts down his camera and attends to her.

We watch them from afar. People pass by in the background.

Tracy is OK but thirsty. The photo shoot is over. They walk

into the building expecting to have a look at the footage.

INT. OFFICE - DAY

The office light is already switched on. Tracy’s bag is also

in the room where she left it. Tracy sits down. Nick enters

behind her, closing the door behind him.

Still standing, he places the unfolded reflector on the

office table. Places the camera in the center of the

reflector.

Tracy digs into her bag for her water bottle. Takes it out,

about to open it, when-

NICK

Tracy, could you pass me the SD

card?

Tracy puts her bottle on the table and pops open the camera

to remove the memory card.

The card is missing.

TRACY

Nick. Where’s the card?

NICK

The card? Isn’t it inside? Check it

again.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

TRACY

Yeah, you see- it’s not here!

NICK

I’ll go look for it.

TRACY

OK.

Nick exits.

Tracy looks at the camera.

TRACY

Of all things to lose, why did you

have to lose Regina’s stuff?

Tracy takes her bottle, about to drink, when-

Regina enters.

REGINA

Hey Tracy, how was the photo shoot

with Nick?

Tracy steals a drink of water, swallowing loudly.

TRACY

Hmm. Not bad.

REGINA

Yeah? Now you can be our model for

next week’s project!

TRACY

(laughs)

But I can’t hold my breath very

long, you know?

REGINA

It’s OK, I know what I’m doing.

I’ve done ten underwater shoots

this year.

Tracy caps her bottle and returns it to her bag. At the same

time, Regina looks at the camera.

REGINA

Do you still need the camera?

Tracy looks at Regina-

Nick enters.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

TRACY

Nick still needs it.

Regina notices the empty SD card slot.

REGINA

OK. Don’t lose my SD card again,

ah.

NICK

Yeah. Thanks Regina.

Regina exits.

Nick sits down.

NICK

Yeah, I found it. It was on the

floor.

TRACY

You’re always losing things. Pass

me the card.

Nick passes Tracy the SD card.

Tracy gets her laptop from her bag and checks the photos.

The card is blank.

INT. ART SCHOOL - DAY

Behind the office door, Regina holds up an identical SD card

to her face and bites it like a gold medal. She smiles.

FADE OUT


